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ABSTRACT
This research is examining, a continuous, laminar, flow of a micropolar nanofluid through a Stretched and shrinking

 in the heat generating or absorbing and magnetcfield over a wedge surface. A number of identical parameters are em

ployed to aset of results and graphed by transforming the governing from partial differential equations into ordinary

differential equations after solving the governing equations numerically by using the Runge Kutta Gill and shooting

methods (fourth order. The steady-state velocity, temperature, and angular velocity profiles are shown graphically

displayed. The result showed an effect of a nanoparticle, measure angle of the wedge, suction and material parameter

in temperature, velocity, and angular velocity.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently, many studies have fluid flow over multiple surfaces,
but in the last Ten years, many works have appeared to study
Nanofluid flow over horizontal and vertical surfaces, due to the
appearance of the important this study in our lives and more
importance for engineering. There are many papers on
micropolar fluids and heat transfer and many inquiries. Just,
several works have proclaimed the importance of the impact of
nanoparticles in many fields; in manufacturing, such as glass, in
the military, solar and nuclear reactors. Nanoparticles also have
effects in the human body as in the flow of urine in the kidneys
and the bladder. The works which can define non-Newtonian
fluid properties, many practical applications, such as plastic
sheet extrusion, paper production, glass blowing, metal spinning,
and plastic film drawing, depend on fluid dynamics on the
stretching surface. Because of the wide complexity of non-
Newtonian fluid physical construction, there is no particular
framework in studies except some recent work in this direction.
Micro polar fluids have gained considerable interest from
researchers among the various models of non-Newtonian liquids.
Since the equation governing the flow of a micro polar fluid

involves a micro rotation vector and a gyration parameter in
addition to the velocity vector area, the consistency of the final
product is determined by the rate of heat transfer at shrinking
and stretching surfaces, as well as other cases involving
convection free flow. S.R. Mishra. A Mixed Forced H.A El-dawy.
Small particles like powder, copper, aluminium, titanium, etc.
The opposite force faces the temperature gradient If the
temperature gradient is suspended in the gas, which is why it has
many practical applications to remove small particles from the
gas currents and study The particulate matter deposition on
turbine blade.

Throughout this research, we are researching the effect of
nanoparticles on over shrinking and stretching wedges
throughout fluid flow, heat transfer and micro-rotation velocity.
Nevertheless, there is one way to rising entropy generation as
provided to find the optimal design for thermal systems with
minimal energy loss available by Bejan [2]. This method has been
widely applied to the problems of free and forced free
pregnancies and has been proven in the literature [3-8,11-14]; the
introspection generation has been mostly analyzed in containers
filled with conventional fluids (eg water, ethylene glycol, etc.).
The study of the flow of thermoplastic nanoparticles between
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parallel disks has been stimulated with particular attention to
the last generation of entropy by Another study to analyze the
generation of entropy in trapezoid microchannels of continuous
laminar flow of pure water and CuO-water nanofluids. It
reduces the entropy in the small channel, the optimal aspect
ratio of the channel and the number of Reynolds numbers.
Entropy generation was analyzed due to flow and heat
movement in three different channels: nanotubes, small
channels and the conventional channel with nano-fluid
alumina-water as fluid models. Their findings showed whether
high-viscosity alumina should be used as a refrigerant in small
canals, small canals, and conventional channels or not based on
the flow system. It also provides an ideal diameter to reduce the
rate of universe generation.

Mathematical analysis

Let us consider a steady laminar, heat transfer by mixed
convection flow in front of a stagnation point of stretching and
shrinking a wedge sheet. Let the x-axis be taken along the
direction of the wedge and y-axis normal to it. The suction or
injection of nanofluid is placed on the wedge surface, see
Figure. 1. The temperature gradient in the y-direction is much
larger than in the x-direction due to boundary layer behaviour,
so only the velocity portion normal to the surface is relevant.
The governing boundary layer equations of momentum, energy,
and micro-rotation are under these conditions.   

Physical properties Cu Blood

CP (j/kg k) 385 5000

ρ (kg/m3) 8933 1060

k (w/m k) 400 0.719

βx10-5 (1/k) 1.67 21

Table 1: Thermophysical properties of blood and cupper

Where u and v represent velocity components in the x and y
directions, and μ_nf 〖,k〗^*_ represent relativity and vortex
viscosities, respectively. The microrotation vector and the
microinertia part material parameter are N and j, respectively.
The acceleration due to gravity is g, and the fluid density is ρ _
f. The density of the nanoparticle is ρ_s, and the relativity
density is ρ_nf, The temperatures of the fluid within the
thermal boundary layer, the plate temperature, and the fluid
temperature in the free stream are expressed by T,T_w and T_∞
respectively. The fluid's thermal conductivity is k _ f, the
nanoparticle's thermal conductivity is k_s, and the relativity
thermal conductivity is k_nf

Numerical solution

The Gill and shooting methods (fourth order) were used with
boundary conditions (9) with all variables.

Figure 1: Effective of nanoparticle.

Figure 2: Effective of material parameter.

Figure 3: Effective of measure angle of wedge.

Figure 4: Effective of suction parameter velocity profile.
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Figure 5: Effective of magnetic parameter.

Figure 6: Effective of measure angle of wedge.

Figure 7: Effective of nanoparticle temperature.

Figure 8: Effective of material parameter temperature.

Figure 9: Effect of suction in temperature.

Figure10: Effect of magnetic parameter in temperature.

Case S suction
parameter

f'' (o) w' (o) - θ'(0)

Stretching 0.1 0.1188 0.1007 0.7263

0.2 0.1231 0,1229 0.6762

0.5 0.0826 0.3276 0.4029

Shrinking 0.1 0.3425 -0.0788 0.5270

0.2 0.3394 -0.1061 0.4790

0.5 0.2651 -0.3768 0.3430

Table 1: Effect of nanoparticle.

Case S suction
parameter

f'' (o) w' (o) - θ'(0)

Stretching 0 0.4702 0.0995 0.4824

1 -0.3517 0,1954 0.4202

2 -02.0787 0.2971 0.1669

Shrinking 0 1.6728 -0.1272 0.2879

1 1.6638 -0.0392 0.3840
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2 0.8526 0.0571 0.4946

Table 2: Effect of suction parameter.

Case m f'' (o) w' (o) - θ'(0)

Stretching 0 0.2257 0.1478 1.1236

0.1 0.1927 0,1229 1.0248

0.25 0.1874 0.1255 0.7377

Shrinking 0 0.6402 -0.0876 0.5898

0.1 0.6239 -0.1061 0.5897

0.25 0.6211 -.01000 0.5334

Table 3: Effect of measure angle of wedge parameter.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The governing equations in new form, subject to the boundary
conditions have been solved numerically by shooting technique
method and (Range-Kutta) method for several values of Pr, m, s,
k and M, while the non-dimensional constant A is fixed to be
unity. The respective system of ordinary differential equations
has been integrated. The effect of nanoparticle on nanofluids,
which, passed over a shrinking and stretching wedge in the
presence of suction [7-13].

We see the results appear from the Figure were 0 ≤φ≪0.1,
suction parameter s=0,1,2 and magnetic field parameter M=0.1,
pr =1, m=0,1,2and k=0,2,4.

Figures.(1-5) display the velocity profiles with various of
parameters k and M respectively while the other parameters are
fixed. Is observed the with boundary layer decreasing with, but
increasing with s, m and M were increasing in to decelerate
velocity, but the increasing in m, M to accelerate it [14]. Figure 6
display angular velocity decreasing with the increasing measure
angle of wedge, but its inverse and increasing with increasing
angle at point (Figures 7-10) display the velocity profiles with
various of parameters, m, s, k and M respectively while the other
parameters are fixed. Is observed the with boundary layer
increasing with, but decreasing with s, m and M were increasing
in accelerate to velocity, but the increasing in m, s, M to
decelerate it [15].

CONCLUSION
The effects of nanoparticles on non-Darcy mixed convective heat
and heat transfer past a wedge with thermophoresis particle
deposition effect were studied using numerical solutions. The
final form of the mathematical model has several parameters
involved. The problem can be generalized in several ways, the
results are graphically presented, and the conclusion is drawn
that these parameters have a major effect on the flow field and
other physical quantities of interest. This research is expected to

prove useful for studying the movement of oil or gas and water
through the oil or gas reservoir sector, in the filtration and water
purification systems, as well as in the migration of underground
water.
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